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Abstract

This study introduces an enriched version of
the E2E dataset, one of the most popular
language resources for data-to-text NLG. We
extract intermediate representations for popu-
lar pipeline tasks such as discourse ordering,
text structuring, lexicalization and referring
expression generation, enabling researchers
to rapidly develop and evaluate their data-to-
text pipeline systems. The intermediate rep-
resentations are extracted by aligning non-
linguistic and text representations through a
process called delexicalization, which consists
in replacing input referring expressions to enti-
ties/attributes with placeholders. The enriched
dataset is publicly available.1

1 Introduction

Data-to-text NLG is the computational task which
aims to generate text from non-linguistic data (Re-
iter and Dale, 2000; Gatt and Krahmer, 2018). Ap-
plications of this task have become increasingly
common, such as RDF-to-text (Castro Ferreira
et al., 2020), AMR-to-text (Ribeiro et al., 2019),
dialogue response generation (Dušek et al., 2018),
robot-journalism (Rosa Teixeira et al., 2020), etc.

The growth of the field can be partially explained
by increasing availability of focused data-to-text re-
sources, such as WebNLG (Gardent et al., 2017b,a),
E2E (Novikova et al., 2017; Dušek et al., 2018),
ROTOWIRE (Wiseman et al., 2017), GenWiki (Jin
et al., 2020) and KELM (Agarwal et al., 2021).

As with other automatic text generation fields,
such as Machine Translation, significant advances
in deep learning (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al.,
2014), along with an increasing number of data-to-
text resources, have resulted in upsurge in neural
end-to-end applications targeted towards data-to-
text NLGk (Gardent and Narayan, 2018). Hence,

1https://github.com/ThiagoCF05/
EnrichedE2E

given a corpus consisting of pairs between a mean-
ing representation (MR) and its corresponding tex-
tual verbalization, a deep learning approach is usu-
ally trained in an end-to-end style, learning implicit
parameters to convert the input MR into textual
output. Although these approaches have shown to
generate more fluent output, they also pose prob-
lems and challenges, in particular with respect to
the semantic adequacy and overall faithfulness of
the text (Wang et al., 2020). For example, some
studies have shown that neural end-to-end data-to-
text approaches may hallucinate (Rohrbach et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018), i.e. adding information
in the text which are not contained in the input
data or which are untrue. This is not a trivial is-
sue, given that accuracy of the generated output
is in general considered more important than its
fluency (Reiter and Belz, 2009). More importantly
poor semantic adequacy is in particular unaccept-
able for practical applications (Dale, 2020). Fur-
thermore, Castro Ferreira et al. (2019) has shown
that traditional pipeline data-to-text systems (Re-
iter and Dale, 2000), which generate text from data
in several explicit intermediate steps, may gener-
alize better to new domains and in turn generate
more semantically adequate text than end-to-end
approaches in the context of the WebNLG corpus.

Although the current data-resources have ben-
efited the development of end-to-end neural mod-
els, the same can not be said for pipeline systems,
since these resources usually only consist of raw
meaning representations and their final verbaliza-
tions. Aiming to decrease data sparsity and make
data-to-text models more generalizable and gener-
ate more adequate texts, many approaches aim to
extract alignments between the non-linguistic and
text representations, and then use these alignments
to build explicit intermediate representations for
a more controllable generation process (Juraska
et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2021). As examples, all

https://github.com/ThiagoCF05/EnrichedE2E
https://github.com/ThiagoCF05/EnrichedE2E
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the data-driven participating models of the E2E
work by first converting the meaning representa-
tion into an intermediate template which is later
realized into the final text. This is also the case in
the WebNLG challenge, which makes use of the
eponymous dataset.

In order to make it easy for researchers to
rapidly develop and evaluate data-to-text pipeline
systems, Castro Ferreira et al. (2018b) enriched the
WebNLG corpus, one of the most popular data-to-
text resources. The study extracts intermediate rep-
resentations for popular pipeline tasks such as dis-
course ordering, text structuring, lexicalization and
referring expression generation. Intermediate rep-
resentations are automatically extracted by aligning
the non-linguistic and text representations through
a process called delexicalization, which consists of
replacing in the texts referring expressions to in-
put entities/attributes with placeholders. The same
extraction process with respect intermediate repre-
sentations above is applied to the recent CACAPO
dataset, which is both multilingual (Dutch and En-
glish) and multi-domain, containing up to 10,000
sentences (van der Lee et al., 2020).

Highly inspired by the work of Castro Ferreira
et al. (2018b) and van der Lee et al. (2020), our
study aims to delexicalize and provide pipeline in-
termediate representations for another very popular
data-to-text dataset: the E2E dataset. We believe
that the enriched version of the E2E will provide
another data-resource so researchers can better in-
vestigate data-driven pipeline systems, their sub-
tasks as well as its comparison with state-of-the-art
end-to-end systems.

2 The E2E Dataset

The E2E dataset is a resource initially constructed
for training end-to-end, data-to-text applications in
the restaurant domain. It consists of 50,602 English
verbalizations to 5,751 dialog-act-based meaning
representations (Novikova et al., 2017). The dataset
is split into training, validation and test sets in a
ratio of 76.5%, 8.5% and 15%, respectively.

An example of a pair between a meaning repre-
sentation (top) and its corresponding text (middle)
is depicted in Figure 1. Each meaning represen-
tation consists of 3-8 attribute-value pairs, picked
from a list of 8 attributes depicted in Table 1. Ver-
balizations were collected through crowd-sourcing
using pictures as stimuli. According to the cre-
ators, representing the inputs visually allowed the

Attribute Example Values
name The Punter, The Waterman, ...
eatType restaurant, pub
familyFriendly yes / no
priceRange cheap, high, moderate ...
food Indian, Japanese, Chinese ...
near Café Rouge, ...
area city center, riverside ...
customerRating low, average, high ...

Table 1: Attributes contained in a meaning representa-
tion of E2E and examples of values.

collection of more natural and informative human
references phrases than depicting meaning repre-
sentations (Dušek et al., 2018).

Although the crowd-workers were asked to ver-
balize all the information contained in the meaning
representation, the creators of the corpus decided
to do not penalize those who skipped some infor-
mation. For this reason, the corpus may also be
used to study experiments for the content selection
task of pipeline data-to-text systems.

The E2E dataset differs from the WebNLG
corpus, which focused on semantic variation, as
it leverages higher lexical and syntactical varia-
tions, having an average of 8.1 reference verbal-
izations per meaning representation. The corpus
is also bigger than other similar corpora such as
SFRest (Wen et al., 2015), a corpus in the domain
of Hotels and Restaurants with 5,192 verbaliza-
tions to 1,950 meaning representations; and Bagel
(Mairesse et al., 2010), with 404 texts verbalizing
202 meaning representations.

3 Delexicalization

Following the method used by Castro Ferreira et al.
(2018b) in the WebNLG corpus, we aimed to de-
crease the data sparsity of the corpus and to align a
meaning representation with its corresponding text
by delexicalizing the texts. The delexicalization
process works by replacing the referring expres-
sions to the values of the attributes for placehold-
ers representing the attributes. Figure 1 shows an
example of a meaning representation, the final ver-
balization and its delexicalized version (bottom).

The process was conducted differently for train-
ing and validation/test parts of the corpus as ex-
plained in the following sections.

3.1 Training Data
The process of delexicalizing the training data
started by string matching the values of the at-
tributes in the text and replacing them for the spe-
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Attribute Value
name The Wrestlers
eatType coffee shop
food Japanese
priceRange less than £20
area riverside
familyFriendly no
near Raja Indian Cuisine

↓
Near Raja Indian Cuisine in Riverside is The Wrestlers. It is a Japanese restaurant, has reasonable prices but is not kid friendly.

↓
Near NEAR in AREA is NAME . NAME is a FOOD restaurant , has PRICERANGE prices but is

FAMILYFRIENDLY .

Figure 1: Example of the attribute-value pairs of a meaning representation (top), its corresponding verbalization
(middle) and a delexicalized template annotated in this study (bottom).

cific placeholder of the attribute i.e NAME or
EATTYPE etc. All the partial delexicalized tem-

plates were then manually reviewed and annotated
by students of linguistics.

Students The students of Linguistics were re-
cruited through a call which announce the task
offering university credits in exchange. In total,
10 students volunteered to conduct the annotation.

Website In order to facilitate the annotation, the
authors created a website, where, for each annota-
tion instance, the annotators were given access to
the input meaning representation, the delexicalized
meaning representation, the text and the delexical-
ized text to be reviewed and corrected. Moreover,
a checkbox was provided so the annotators could
indicate any problem in the data such as wrong
information or hallucination, i.e. verbalization of
information which is not contained in the meaning
representation.

3.2 Validation/Test Data

In order to accelerate the annotation of the valida-
tion and test sets of the corpus, we first trained
a Named Entity Recognition and Classification
(NERC) tool based on BERT (Bidirectional En-
coder Representations from Transformers) (Devlin
et al., 2019) using the annotated training data, ef-
fectively substituting placeholders for named en-
tities. We then replaced the referring expressions
which weren’t recognized by the NERC model by
string matching (and substituting) the attribute val-
ues within the text. Finally, to assure the quality
of the data, especially the test set, the authors man-
ually reviewed each instance of both parts of the
data.

NERC Settings Our NERC model consists of
the base, cased version (bert-base-cased) of
an English BERT encoder (Devlin et al., 2019)
based on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani
et al., 2017) with 12 layers, hidden dimensions of
768, 12 heads and 109M parameters in total. On top
of BERT, the model has a classifier consisting of a
projection layer with the Mish activation function
(Misra, 2020) and a softmax layer. The model was
trained in the train split of the enriched corpus for
20 epochs with early stop of 3 in an annotated
subset of the dev split. Learning rate and batch size
were set to 1e-5 and 64, respectively.

Given a text to be delexicalized, the model works
by first tokenizing it and encoding the tokens in
their context-sensitive embedding representations.
These embeddings are then fed into the classifier
head, which classifies each token. In order to know
whether each token is contained within a mention
of one of the 8 attributes and where each of these
mentions starts and ends in terms of tokens, we
used the IOB2 format, popular in NERC appli-
cations (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995). In total,
the model classifies each token according to 17
classes2, one that indicates whether a token is not a
mention and 2 for each one of the attributes, point-
ing whether a mention starts (B-) and the remain-
ing tokens of the mention (I-).

4 Explicit Intermediate Representations

Based on the alignments between the meaning rep-
resentation and the text provided by the delexi-

2O, B-FOOD, I-FOOD, B-NAME, I-NAME,
B-EATTYPE, I-EATTYPE, B-FAMILYFRIENDLY,
I-FAMILYFRIENDLY, B-AREA, I-AREA,
B-CUSTOMERRATING, I-CUSTOMERRATING,
B-PRICERANGE, I-PRICERANGE, B-NEAR and I-NEAR
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calization process, we can extract several explicit
intermediate representations that can help to study
several generation phenomenon as well as to build
traditional pipeline (rule based or data driven) data-
to-text systems, which may generate more adequate
texts and to generalize better for new domains (Cas-
tro Ferreira et al., 2019).

Similar to Castro Ferreira et al. (2018b), we
have enriched the E2E dataset with several inter-
mediate representations about content selection,
discourse ordering, text structuring, lexicalization
and referring expression generation. These interme-
diate representations could be used to study each
phenomenon as well as to develop a data-driven,
pipeline data-to-text system as envisaged by Cas-
tro Ferreira et al. (2019).

Content Selection is the task of deciding which
information should be verbalized. By comparing
the attributes contained in a meaning representation
and the presence or absence of their placeholders
in the delexicalized template, we are able to auto-
matically extract all the input content for a given
verbalisation. In the example of Figure 1 for in-
stance, we can see that the placeholder of the at-
tribute eatType (e.g. EATTYPE ) is not present
in the delexicalized template, indicating that it was
not selected to be verbalized in the text.

Discourse Ordering is the task of sorting the
selected content in the order it should be verbalized.
By looking at the order of the placeholders in the
delexicalized text, we can extract this order. In
Figure 1, looking at the order of the placeholders
in the delexicalized template, we see that the sorted
list of attributes is: near, area, name, food,
priceRange and familyFriendly,

Text Structuring is the task within pipeline data-
to-text systems responsible for structuring the out-
puts of content selection and discourse ordering
into paragraphs and sentences. Using Stanza
(Qi et al., 2020), we tokenized the sentences of
each delexicalized template and considering their
placeholders, extracted the sentence plan for each
one the attributes verbalized. In Figure 1 for in-
stance, near, area, name were verbalized in the
first sentence, whereas food, priceRange and
familyFriendly in the second.

Lexicalization aims to find the proper phrases
and words to express the content to be included in
each sentence. To obtain lexicalization templates

similar to the ones used for the neural pipeline sys-
tem of Castro Ferreira et al. (2019), we again used
Stanza in the delexicalized templates to lemmatize
determiners and verbs and extract their correct mor-
phological inflection information. Then in these
templates, determiners and verbs were replaced by
their morphological inflection information and lem-
mas. For instance, for the delexicalized template
depicted in Figure 1, the lexicalization template
would be:

Near NEAR in AREA VP[Mood=Ind,
Number=Sing, Person=3, Tense=Pres, Verb-
Form=Fin] be NAME .
NAME VP[Mood=Ind, Number=Sing,

Person=3, Tense=Pres, VerbForm=Fin] be
DT[Definite=Ind, PronType=Art] a FOOD
restaurant , VP[Mood=Ind, Number=Sing,
Person=3, Tense=Pres, VerbForm=Fin] have
PRICERANGE prices but VP[Mood=Ind,

Number=Sing, Person=3, Tense=Pres, Verb-
Form=Fin] be FAMILYFRIENDLY .

Referring Expression Generation is the task re-
sponsible for generating the references to the enti-
ties present in the text (Castro Ferreira et al., 2018a).
In our case, these entities are the attributes of the
meaning representation. Following Castro Ferreira
et al. (2018b), we extract the referring expression
to the attributes by overlapping an original text
and its delexicalized version. In Figure 1, con-
tains examples of extracted references such as The
Wrestlers and It for the name attribute value The
Wrestlers in the meaning representation.

Surface Realization is responsible for taking the
last decisions to convert a non-linguistic data into
text. In this case, the correct morphological reali-
sation of determiners and verbs as well as detok-
enizing the text. For this step in specific, we did
not extract any kind of information, but refer to the
extensive literature that exists on morphological
inflection (McCarthy et al., 2019; Vylomova et al.,
2020). These tools can be used to correctly realize
our extracted lexicalization templates. Moreover,
detokenization is a task already solved with high
accuracy.

5 Conclusion

This work introduces the enriched version of the
E2E dataset (Novikova et al., 2017; Dušek et al.,
2018). Together with the enriched version of
WebNLG (Castro Ferreira et al., 2018b) and CA-
CAPO van der Lee et al. (2020), this resource
will help researchers to carefully investigate par-
ticular pipeline processes in data-to-text systems
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in the levels of Macro- (e.g., Content Selection,
Discourse Ordering and Text Structuring), Micro-
planning (e.g., lexicalization, aggregation and re-
ferring expression generation) and Surface Realiza-
tion. In particular, we will be able to better analyse
how such subtasks could obtain better performance
when developed using a rule-based approach or a
specific/multitask data-driven system. Moreover,
in future work the community will be able to better
compare pipeline and end-to-end data-to-text sys-
tems in terms of generalization as well as fluency
and adequacy of their generated texts.
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